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Faith-Rest Drill: Old Age in the Life of a Reversionist, Ecclesiastes 12:1; Scar Tissue on the Soul Destroys the Spiritual Life
10.	The word for “mind” is noàj /nous / and refers to the academic understanding being dominated by false doctrine.
11.	This leads to darkness in the stream of consciousness, referred to by Paul as “being darkened in their understanding.”
12.	This phrase looks like this in the Greek: the verb skotÒw /skotoo / plus the locative of sphere of di£noia /dianoia /.  It is best translated, “being darkened in the sphere of your thinking.
13.	SkotÒw /Skotoo / is used to describe the darkness found in the depths of the sea; storm clouds, or literal blindness.
14.	It has figurative meanings which include religious and moral darkness, the darkness of sin, the life of the unbeliever, and a darkened understanding.
15.	The application in our passage is the latter.  This darkness spreads like a disease and results in the loss of doctrinal influence in the areas of thought, decision, and action.
16.	As this condition advances it results in the build up of what is called scar tissue on the soul, described by the phrase, “hardness of heart.”
17.	The word “hardness” is the Greek accusative of cause from the noun pèrwsij followed by the prepositional phrase tÁj kard…a, translated “due to hardness of the heart.”
18.	pèrwsij means to harden, petrify, make dull or blind, or to be callused.


19.	When the heart is constantly inculcated with false doctrine it accumulates layers of human viewpoint that have to be removed before the spiritual life can return to peak efficiency.
20.	If not, than, according to verse 19, “having become callous, he gives himself over to sensuality for the practice of every kind of impurity with greediness.”
21.	Here are the words included in this final analysis of the reversionistic lifestyle: 
a)	¢sšlgeia /aselgeia /, (sensuality) licentiousness.
b)	¢kaqars…a /akatharsia /, (impurity) lit. the content of graves; fig. the immorality of sexual sins.
c)	pleonex…a /pleonexia /, (greediness) insatiableness; a desire to have more.
Ephesians 4:17 -	[CTL]  I say therefore and affirm together with the Lord that you no longer walk as unbelievers walk in the emptiness or vacuum of their mind,
v 18 -		having become darkened in the sphere of thinking, having received alienation from the life of God because of the ignorance being in them because of scar tissue on the soul.
v 19 -		who having become callous have betrayed themselves to promiscuity, making a business of all uncleanness in the sphere of insatiable lust.
		22.	Scar tissue of the soul gradually shuts down all seven compartments of the stream of consciousness:
1)	It results in loss of perceptive ability in the frame of reference.  The believer with scar tissue of the soul can listen to doctrine every day and still react and remain in ignorance.

2)	In his memory center he forgets what doctrine he learned and thus cannot apply it.  His momentum is stopped.
3)	In his vocabulary storage all technical language related to perception and application is gradually destroyed.
4)	In his categorical storage scar tissue of the soul destroys categorical doctrinal understanding, such as the rationales used in the second stage of the faith-rest drill.
5)	Scar tissue of the soul destroys the norms and standards thus wiping out the conscience.   Loss of norms and standards motivates the believer to function under the plan of Satan.
6)	Scar tissue of the soul is that spiritual malady of involvement in the cosmic system resulting in total loss of momentum, and eventuating in the most awful discipline from God.
7)	The wealth of God is measured in wisdom or divine viewpoint.  When the rate of forgetting doctrine exceeds the rate of learning it, loss of wisdom occurs and is ultimately lost in the life of the reversionist.
	9)	Ecclesiastes 12:2 uses figurative language to set up the rest of the chapter’s analysis of physical debilitations in old age.
10)	These physical failings are common with aging but are exacerbated by a reversionistic lifestyle during times of physical prosperity.
11)	Because the soul was negative to truth in youth and middle age, a time of physical prosperity, then the spiritual life was under the influence of the mataiÒthj /mataiotes / vacuum all the way to old age.


